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HAMILTON
With nicknames like Steeltown, Lunch Bucket City, and Hammertown, you would
expect a city to have a colourful history and rich diversity . And that’s exactly
what you find in Hamilton Ontario, Canada’s eighth largest city. This diversity
enabled us to generate lots of team building ideas. Founded in 1816 and named
after settler George Hamilton, the city enjoys a combination desired by most
major centres: a wealth of preserved heritage and a thriving modern culture.
Boasting impressively preserved architecture, eclectic independent shops, and
famous city sons & daughters such as Martin Short, Karen Kain, and Roberta
Lynn Bondar, Hamilton is a city worth taking the time to explore.
Our exciting new adventure route offers a novel option for those looking for
team building in Hamilton Ontario. Your Hamilton team building event will take
place in the historic downtown core, and include visits to the area’s most
prominent and interesting sites. But teams won’t simply be exploring such iconic
sites as the Art Gallery of Hamilton, Copps Coliseum, The Canadian Football of
Fame, and The Square, they will be sharing their diverse knowledge and skills to
solve an array of entertaining puzzles. During your company’s Conundrum
Adventure, you might need to travel back to 1923 and search through a crowd,
scour the Farmers Market to find three unusual ingredients, or strike deal for
some Ti-Cats tickets with an “independent broker”.
From a planning perspective, each adventure is designed around your needs to
ensure a convenient and easy event organizing experience. Starting and
finishing points for your Hamilton team building adventure are flexible, based on
the location of your company’s office, team building meeting, and/or desired
finishing spot.
With our new Steeltown adventure team building in Hamilton Ontario has just
become a whole lot more fun!
For more information contact us.

